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aware of the designs that were being formed against
him. Towards the end of the previous year his suspicions
were aroused by information which reached him from
Saxony, through the Prussian General Winterfeldt, where-
upon he charged Maltzahn, his minister at Dresden, to
investigate the matter by all possible means. Maltzahn
succeeded in corrupting a Government clerk, named
Frederick's Menzel, who from Easter 1753 onwards fur-
sources of nis^ed him with copies of various important
information, papers in the Saxon archives, and of all the
despatches that came from Vienna and St. Petersburg,
together with Bruhl's answers. Frederick thus became
acquainted with the Treaty of Warsaw (p. 58),
' the Treaty of St. Petersburg (p. 86), and
other documents, which convinced him that Austria and
Russia harboured designs against him of a serious nature,
and further, that Saxony, though she shrank from de-
finitely committing herself, was nevertheless actively
engaged in hounding Russia on. Additional information
was derived from Maximilian Weinsrarten, a
Wemgarten.	.       ,       . .        .	,	.      _     ,.
secretary m the Austrian embassy in Berlin,
who was corrupted by Winterfeldt some time in the year
1754-
It is manifest that it behoved Frederick, knowing
what he did, to act with circumspection, so as to avoid
giving Austria a pretext for attacking him. It was,
therefore, with great apprehension that he perceived, in
1755,tnat the American quarrel of England and France
was likely to be fought out in Europe, and that the
Perilous o- Drench would seek to recoup their losses on
sition of the sea by attacking Hanover. This would
Prussia.	,    .        .-,	^    , .	,	, .
. bring the war to his own doors ; his provinces
on the Rhine and in Westphalia would probably become
the seat of military occupations, and, worst of all, he him-'
self would most likely be compelled to take part in it.

